
 

Aufbewahrungsbox aus Holz für 15 Pokerdecks - Wooden
Storage Box by TCC

Material: Fraxinus Mandshurica: NortheastChina Ash (Latin name Fraxinus
Mandshurica Rupr.)

Do you want to receive the highest praise for your card collection?

If so, this series of high-end Wooden Storage Boxes will be a perfect option.

The wooden box looks very high-end, and it also elevates the high value of the
playing cards. Perfect for your most prized playing cards.

The wood from the Ash tree that grows in the northern hemisphere is used. The
wood has a beautiful grain, and each box has a unique natural grain that cannot
be replicated. In addition to its outstanding appearance, its wood is also very
hard, which can protect your playing cards very well.

It is also very meticulously manufactured. Each finished product undergoes at
least three times polishing, and each polishing strictly follows the direction of the
wood grain. The natural charm of the wood grain is completely retained.

Each detail of both function and form is carefully considered. Strict quality control
standards have been formulated and each wood board and empty slot has to be
precisely measured and cut during the production process. It fits a standard-size
playing card tuck box perfectly.

We understand your love for your playing cards and are eager to put them in
comfortable first-class seats. The interior is lined with soft flannel which provides
your playing cards with the best protection.

Both Wooden Storage Boxes in this series adopt a fully enclosed structure to
prevent moisture and dust in the air from sullying your collection.

At the same time, in order to allow you to appreciate your playing cards, we
included a skylight on the display box. The skylight is made of transparent clear
acrylic, so you can admire your playing cards at any time.

The 15 Deck Wooden Storage Box comes with a lock and key.
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There are 3 wooden support plates inside, which allow the cards to be tilted by
18° to cater to the ideal viewing angle of the human eye to achieve the best
display effect. These support plates can be disassembled at will, allowing you to
freely allocate the display space in the wooden box.

Product specifications:

350mm x 265mm x 65mm
Holds 15 standard size playing card decks.
Fraxinus Mandshurica solid wood material.
Flannel lining.
Transparent skylight.

Note: decks not included.
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